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1. Answer any eight from the following questions ; lx8 = g1a) The street lights were switched on in the evening, (Change the voice)
(b) Someone has picked my pocket. (Change the voice)
(c) Give the antonym of abundant.
(d) Give the synonym ot splendid.
(e) Give single word for a penon who worships many gods,
(0 Give single word for the highest point in the sky.
(g) He completed the work. He went away, (Combine ttre following sentences by using a

participle)
(h) He was absent yesterday. (Make it negative without changing the meaning)
(i) I want to go to France for learning Frerrch. (Conect the sentence)

O He behaved rather silly. (Correct tlre error and rewrite the sentence)
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2. Answer any eight from the following questions : 2xg = 16(a) wrire sentences to illustrate the difference in meaning between the followintpain orwords:soar-sore
(b) Frame sentences using the following phrases:

(c) use the following words in grammatically co'oect sentences es dir€cted -(i) deep (as noun form)
(iD habit (as adjective form)

(d) Rewrite the following as directed :
(i) I will always remember you. (Change into intern]gative)(ii) As he was tired he went ro bed. (Change into sinrple)(e) Combine the following sentences as directed:
(i) I put my purse somewhere. I don't rcmember it. (into compler sentence)(ii) You must take rest. you are ill. (into compound sentence)(0 Punctuate the following sentences :

(i) put out (ii) put off

(i) I.bought a pen a book and a ruler didnt I(ii) She exclaimed how silly ofyou to do it
What is an adverb? Give two examples.
What is a pronoun? Give two exarnples.
Write down the meaning of rhe following idioms.(i) follow suit
(ii) nip in the bud
What is a phrase? Give an example.

(e)
(h)
(D

0)
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3. Answer any five from the following questions : 4x5 = 2O

(a) What is a clause? What are the different types of clauses? Give examples of each type'

(b) What is print advertisement? List three differences between a print advertisement and

a radio advertisemenl.
(c) List three charapteristics ofTV advertising. How is it different from radio advertising?

(d) Relate four grounds for banning a book. Give examples of at least one book under each

of the four categories.
(e) Relate two points of similarites between a film and a novel by referring to such works.

(f) You arp the owner of a banquet hall in your city/ town. write an advertisement by

giving a brief description of the facilities that your banquet hall offers.

(g) Relate the differences between Indian music and European music.
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4. Answer any two from the following questions : 8x2= 16

(a) What is a sentence? What are the basic parts of a sentence?
(b) Identify a product that you would like to use for a TV advertisement.

(i) Give a description of the visual that you would like to use for the product.
(ii) Wdte out the utterences / speeches that would be used in your TV advertisement.

(c) Wnte a precrs of the lollowing passage.

Trees not only supply us with many ofthe conveniences ofour daily life, they do much

more than that. They support the life of living things. They help to replace the oxygen

that get used up when living things breathe. We know that if our oxygen supply is

stopped, we will not be able to live for long. The oxygen in the air is constantly being

used up and turned into carbon dioxide from the air, and with the help of sunlight break

it up into carbon and oxygen, and the carbon is used to make starch and the oxygen is

released into the atmosphere. That is how trees help to replace th{ exygen in the

atmosphere which is constantly being used up.
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5. Answer any two from the following questions : l0x2 = 20

(a) Identify a book that you have read and write a review of that book'

iuj nentiri a rilm rhat you have recently watched and write a review of the film.

(c) Recall a play that you have seen and write a review of the play'
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